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On behalf of the entire JSU organization, I wanted to thank you and
JerusalemOnlineU.com for providing us with crucial tools to use in the classroom with
respect to Israel education and advocacy. The film “Crossing the Line,” shown at 19 of our
public school JSU clubs over the past year (reaching an estimated 400 students), paints a
very specific picture of how Israel is portrayed at the college campus level. The shock of
the video has spurred many of our students to action – some have become AIPAC
enthusiasts, while others are simply better prepared for the responsibility that faces
them when they graduate. Below are a few testimonials from a few students after a
recent screening in South Florida:
"I thought it was very eye-opening. It inspired me to really fight for
Israel. It makes me want to be prepared for anything thrown at me." –
Amy Richmond, Junior at Olympic Heights High School JSU
"I'm really happy that we are educating people to see what’s happening on college
campuses. I am really happy high school students are here to see this."Katie Morris, Recent alum and past President of Spanish River JSU

The teenagers in our public school culture clubs come from a variety of
backgrounds, yet they all found “Crossing the Line” to be a major point of interest. The
film demonstrates the vitriol that is spewed at Jewish students - whether they are “proIsrael” or not – and outlines the absolute importance of being familiar with the discourse
surrounding Israel and her neighbors. We are grateful that Jerusalem Online has provided
this opportunity to JSU and our students at no cost. We look forward to other
educational initiatives, such as the potential screening of “Israel Inside” to our students at
a later date.
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